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SAFETY NOTICE
Before starting climbing please remember that:
Climbing may be dangerous and hazardous to personal health and cause
injury or death. Climb at your own risk! Please become knowledgeable
about the risk involved and be willing to assume personal responsibility for
your actions.
Please be very careful when climbing. In case of accident, there is only
a small sanitary station in the town of Keketuohai. The nearest hospital is
about 50 km away in Fuyun town, and transportation will require a couple
of hours driving.

INTRODUCTION
There are places in the world where the
beauty of nature is outstanding and
unique.
Keketuohai National Geological Park,
located in the northern part of the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region (China), is one
of such places. Beautiful river valleys, rock,
forests, mineral resources, and inimitable
Kazakh and Uyghur people residing in
the valley, create a place like nothing
else. Every year the area is visited by a
large number of tourists who can enjoy
trekking, photographing, horse riding or
just observing the landscape.
Keketuohai has a lot to offer to the visitors,
and one of the main attractions are
granite towers scattered throughout the
valley. The towers are often compared to
the famous Yosemite Valley in California
in the United States of America, and
according to climbers who have visited
the park in the past, the climbing potential
is also similar.  
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CLIMBING HISTORY
The Keketuohai Geological National Park was discovered by climbers in
2007 when the Yangshuo residents Tyson Wallace and Andrew Christiansen
visited the area. Their developments remain unreported.
The next known visitors and first reported routes are also from the year 2007.
In October 2007 the team of Ryan Gellert, Andy Merriman, and Holly Merriman opened the first known route named “Unlucky times” on the Divine
Bell tower.
Climbers got to know Keketuohai Park a bit better soon after the article
2009: Keketuohai reconnaissance, by D. Gray was published in the
American Alpine Journal (www.aaj.americanalpineclub.org).
In the article the author says

(…) there are 108 granite peaks here, and I estimate rock faces to
reach a height of ca. 300 m, though I only saw part of the area.
These walls are situated along the gorge of the Irtysh River, and
some reach the valley floor. Of all the valleys I have seen during
world travels, Keketuohai compares closest to Yosemite, and locals
assured me that no one has ever climbed there (…)
Soon after that, in 2010, the valley was visited by a very strong team of
American climbers: Hayden Kennedy, Jeremy Collins, Mark Jenkins, and
Tommy Caldwell. They have opened four or five lines and made the first
top-out ascent of the most popular tower – the Divine Bell. They have also
filed a series of reports and created a movie about the expedition. The
year 2010 was quite rich in development: another group (Benjack Phillips
and Paul Collis) established 7 new routes and created first climbing guidebook for the Keketuohai area.
The real development boom came in the year 2012, when four expeditions
were exploring the area
- American expedition (Dave N Campbell, Glen Poulsen)
- Chinese expedition (Fuya Wen, Yang Xiaohua, Liu Yong)
- Canadian expedition (James Cherry, Colleen McHugh)
- Black Diamond & The North Face International Expedition (Aleksandra
Przybysz, Garrett Bradley, Mike Dobie, Andrew Hedesh, Torsten Treufeld,
Li Yuanliang)
and established over 30 new lines. As a result of negotiations with the park
authorities the first formal agreement regulating access to the rock for
climbers has been signed.
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Whole 2012 team at the top on the Nipple Hill

Adventure and Climbing Trips
for individuals and groups
www.GreenStepAdventures.com
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The above-mentioned expeditions are the only known appearances of
climbers in the area. Keketuohai’s climbing potential is amazing and still
almost untouched…

GETING TO KEKETUOHAI
Keketuohai National Geological Park is located in the north-east part of
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region.

The way to Keketuohai is leading through Urumqi - the capital of Xinjang.
From Urumqi there are a daily direct buses for Keketuohai town leaving
mid-morning and around 8pm from the Nianzigou bus station (碾子沟长途
汽车站) located in the Heilongjiang Rd (黑龙江路). The 9-hour ride costs
about 110 yuan. If, for any reason, the bus is cancelled, another option is
to take a bus to Fuyun town, about 50 km west from Keketuohai, and then
continue from Fuyun to Keketuohai on a local bus (price: about 20 yuan/
person).
It is also possible to fly all the way to Altai and rent a car to Keketuohai
there.
The Keketuohai Park is located around 5 km away from the town. There is
no regular transportation to the park but a lot of taxis and minibus drivers
will be happy to offer an inexpensive ride to the gate. Past the gate the
tourist minibuses will take you to almost everywhere in the park. If you are
lucky enough to make friends with minibus drivers, you may be blessed
with free rides from the Keketuohai tourist center (可可托海接待中心) in the
town to the park every day at 8am.
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Way to Keketuohi leading through the desert
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Xinjiang is Chinese raisin capitol
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Young women in Urumqi
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On the way...

WHEN TO GO
Keketuohai is a rather dry place, so the climbing season entirely depends
on the temperatures. The weather seems to be best for climbing from the
end of May to late October. The sunshine in Xinjiang province is very strong
and some can find June and July too hot for climbing. In September the
days can be still hot, but chilly nights will keep the rock at nice temperatures.
October can be both hot and cold. In mid-October 2012 the temperature
dropped from 20o C to 5o C in one day, with snowfall in the nights.

ROCK ACCESS
Not always were climbers warmly welcomed in the Park. In the past, a lot
of people have put great effort to make climbing in this place possible.
Please, try to go through all necessary formalities that may be required by
the park officials, and try to act in a way that will allow other climbers to be
welcome there.
Rock clibming in the park is a very sensitive issue. Three different departments
control the valley: Tourism Department, Border Police, and the Army.
Because the park is located exactly on the border with Mongolia and the
Keketuohai valley leads straight to that country, some rocks away from the
main route or far inside the valley can be forbidden to climb. There are also
restrictions on climbing the main face of the Divine Bell – the most famous
tower in the Park.
Please follow the following Ten Commandments if you want to climb in
Keketuohai:
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Keketuohai Scenic Park Climbing Policy
1.Before entering the park every tourist, as well as climbers must register
with the Public Security Bureau (PSB) in Keketuohai town. Climbers staying in the KKTH Park official hotel will be registered by hotel.
2.Rock Climbers need to have a relevant professional climbing certification document (in the season 2014 climbers without licence had no problems to climb in the park).
3.Climbers need to buy personal accidental insurance.
4.Climbers must sign a document with the park (waiver of accident
liability).
5.Climbers must be 18 yrs of age.
6.Climbing Entry Ticket. Cost 50 RMB/2 days.
7.After climbers have entered the park, they must report to respective
management department the intended climbing routes, only after inspection and approval (by the park), the climbers can begin to climb.
8.While in the park climbing, each day a park worker will accompany
(the climbers), and will be subordinate to park management.
9.Climbers who enter the park must have personal climbing and safety
equipment. Climbers must wear a safety helmet.
10.According to China’s border management laws and regulations,
climbers are not permitted to use GPS devices, not permitted to transmit related data.
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ETHICS
Keketuohai is a very new climbing area located in a very unique place.
Remember not to leave your trash near, at or on the crags. Try to behave
and climb quietly and do not harm any living creatures. Respect the locals,
their life style, and beliefs.
Despite of the work of the route setters, the cliffs still contain dust and loose
holds. Think about the others. If possible, remove loose rock, bothersome
vegetation, and the dirt from the cracks.
When you are climbing you are not only responsible of your own safety, but
also for the safety of other climbers around you, and those at the bottom
of the cliff. Please wear a helmet while climbing and/or belaying!

Existing routes
The climbing potential of the Keketuohai valley is still almost untouched.
You are welcome to repeat the existing lines, free-climb projects or
develop new routes. For the time being (January 2015) there are no “closed
projects” in the valley. If you are going to attempt any of the lines listed in
this or any other guidebook, please respect the author. Any changes to
the existing lines like removing or placing bolts are possible only in case of
a threat of serious injury.
New lines
We wish that Keketuohai will be recognized as a traditional rock climbing
area. The bolts are not really welcome in the valley and all established
routes need removable protection.
Follow the rule “look before you leap” before you attempt any unknown
line. Try to estimate necessary equipment, time, and the route difficulty.
If a safe crack or natural feature is present on a climb, placing bolts is
PROHIBITED! If you cannot finish a route which is possible to protect naturally
due to its climbing difficulty, bad weather condition or just because the
day is too short to get to the top safely, you are expected to use natural
protection (trees, rocks) or sacrifice your own equipment to build a retreat
anchor.
Developers are required to clean new routes from loose rock, bothersome
vegetation, and dirt.
Many of the top-out routes in Keketuohai are possible to descent on foot.
Bolted anchors and abseil stations are not recommended for this kind of
climbs.
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Placing bolts is only permitted in the following situations
- loose rock is present and climbing past it could cause injury or death,
- there is no fall protection present and a fall would cause injury or death,
- the quality of rock around a crack is insufficient for removable
protection and a fall could cause injury or death,
- to install top anchor chains (if the route has no top-out)
- to install abseil stations (if the route has no top-out)

Ola Przybysz is pulling uot bushes on Fishy Flip-Flops
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In order to keep this guidebook up to date, please report all new routes
to Ola Przybysz (olaprzybysz@yahoo.co.uk). There is also a sketch-book at
the park office that can be used to document new routes.

KEKETUOHAI TOWN
Fast Facts

Population: 6014 (in year 2000)
Post Code : 836500
Calling Code : 0906
GPS Coordinates: 44.98943 N / 80.75563 E
Keketuohai town is located 5 km west from the park entrance. The
population is extremely diverse, consisting of 17 different minorities. Large
Kazakh (over 40%) and Uyghur (over 13%) population gives this place a
Central Asia feeling. Although the town itself has not too many tourist
attractions to offer, there is almost everything to satisfy your everyday
needs.
Since last year, because of the registration system the internet caffe is not
accessible for foreigners anymore. Only Chinese citizens can use it.
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Sleeping

There is a couple of hotels in the town. The Keketuohai Tourist Centre
(Keketuohai jiedai zhongxin/可可托海接待中心) belongs to the park and it
is recommended to stay there. The place is basic but clean, has hot water
and a restaurant. Also, the shuttle busses to the park leave from this hotel
(every day at 8am).
Another, fancier option is the large Chengfeng Hotel.
There is quite a lot of inexpensive accommodation options (20-30 RMB/
person) in the town, and even a youth hostel, but none of them will provide
you with the necessary registration document.
Keketuohai Tourist Centre
可可托海接待中心宾馆
Phone: 0906-8782333, 15809064973
Price: 3-person room 200-300 RMB
Chengfeng Hotel
盛枫大酒店
Add：Wenhua Rd. 88
文化西路88号
Phone: ?
Price: Standard room 150RMB, 3-person room 380 RMB.

There is also a little bit more expensive option to stay in the hotel inside
the park located close to the ‘Sky Rim Buttress’. If you plaing to do that,
please inform the park about your plans.
Yurts

A very attractive option, apparently limited only to Chinese visitors, is a stay
in the Kazakh yurts inside the park. The tent-hostels are located just before
The Stone Gate. The yurts have restaurants, shared outdoor toilets, but no
bathrooms or showers. Access to electricity and mobile phone signal is also
limited.
Price: 10- to 15-people tent can cost from 300 up to 2000 RMB/night.
Free-camping is not allowed in the park!

Eating

There are several places in the town where you can get good food. Most
of the places serve local Xinjiang cuisine. The dishes you cannot miss are
Chicken and vegetable noodles (jirou ban mian/鸡肉拌面): you can
find many variations of this hand-made fried noodles. The most popular
combine chicken meat, carrot, onions, potatoes, pepper sauce. The
sauce is so thick that you can ask for an extra plate of plain noodles.
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Chicken plate (da pan ji/大盘鸡) – full chicken in a thick vegetable
sauce. That is what you deserve after a day of hard climbing. Ask for
extra noodles to be served.
Rice eaten with the hands (zhua fan/抓饭) – rice with carrot and mutton.
This dish is not on the top of the list, but because of the tradition you should
try it at least once.
Mutton kebab (kao yang rou/烤羊肉) – Xinjiang roast mutton is as famous
as roast duck is in Beijing. In Keketuohai you can find the big mutton meat
kebabs roasted in tandoori ovens.
Roast dumplings/samsa (kao bao/烤包) – dumplings filled with mutton,
onion and spices roasted in a tandoori oven.
Xinjiang bread (nang/囊) – rounded, crispy Xinjiang bread roasted in a
tandoori oven. Perfect with many local dishes or separately as a snack.
You have to look for a bakery to buy fresh nang.
Most of the people in the area are Muslim, so drinking alcohol can be
disrespectful.

Health Care

Keketuohai town is safer place than it looks
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There is a sanitary station and a drug store in the town but in case of any
serious accident you have to travel to Fuyun town or even all way down to
Urumqi to get medical treatment.
Keketuohai sanitarny station (可镇中心卫生院), Qingnian Rd. 234, phone:
(0906) 8781041.
The nearest public hospital is in Fuyun city 50 km away (Wenhua Rd. 268,
phone: (0906) 8725043).

© Ola Przybysz

Every-day life in Keketuohai town
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Yurts-hotels are very popular among
Chinese tourists

© Ola Przybysz
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At the market

Inside the yurt
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LOCALS
Kazakh People

Traditionally, the lifestyle of the Kazakh people is nomadic and mainly
involves breeding of livestock. They are pastoral people, which means they
look for greener pastures as the seasons change. In May and September
in Keketuohai Park you can watch this incredible migration of people with
their sheep, goats, cows, horses, and camels.
In spring, summer, and autumn, they live in collapsible round yurts and in
winter the Kazakh build flat-roofed earthen huts in the pastures.
The Kazakh language belongs to the Turkic branch of the Altaic language
family. Traditional language is still in common use and many of the Kazakh
cannot speak Mandarin.
The Kazakhs are Muslims. Though there are not many mosques in the
pastures, Islam exercises a great influence upon their social life in all
aspects.
Uighur People
Uighur people have the same religion and very similar customs as Kazakhs.
One of the main differences between these two nations is that the Uighur
are not nomadic.

HOW TO READ THE TOPOS
The pictures in this guidebook are rather classic and quite easy to understand. The existing lines are marked in red. Two lines marked in yellow are
the routes opened by the American team in October 2010. The details of
these two routes are unknown and the drawing is based on the pictures
posted online.
Every route description contains the difficulty, length, and the list of
equipment required to protect the line. All routes are graded in Yosemite
Decimal System (YDS). Below you can find a table comparing YDS with
other grading systems. The equipment list is based on Black Diamond
equipment (camalots C3, camalots C4, wires).
Most of the routes that end on the top of the towers have a descent trail,
so many of the routes have no bolted anchors.
Since the routes have not seen many ascents, the difficulty grade is
approximate and subjective. Many routes were cleaned by the follower
and can be graded differently than originally by the leader.
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In many cases the first ascender needed to sacrifice the free ascent and
hang on gear to clean a crack or the climber took a rest (on-gear) in the
middle. In such situations the difficulty grade is intuitive and very subjective.
The difficulty grade of these pitches is marked with a question mark “?”.
These are nothing else but “open projects”.
In this guidebook you will find a couple of aid-climbing pitches. They are
possible to free climb, but aid-climbing was recommended by the first
developer. The description of such pitches lists two grades: rock climbing
grade for the free-climbing part and the aid-climbing grade.

Example

As of today, there are no “closed projects” in Keketuohai. A lot of amazing
lines were cleaned and are waiting for a first free-ascent…
List of the symbols used in the book

- This sign marks the position of the wall.
- Bolt. Two such symbols placed next to each other denote a
bolted anchor.
- Recommended place to finish one pitch and start another.
Those anchors are not bolted!
- Trees used as an anchor for a descending route.
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Rock climbing rating system:

Aid-climbing grading system
- A0 Pulling on solid fixed gear.
- A1 Easy aid, no risk of any piece of protection pulling out. Safe falls.
- A2 Moderate aid. Short sections of tenuous placements above good protection.
- A3 Hard aid. Involves many tenuous placements in a row.
- A4 Runout, complex and time consuming. Many body weight placements.
- A5 Serious, hard aid with huge falls and possibly lethal results. No bolts or
rivets.
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NIPPLE HILL
Chinese Name: 飞来峰
Chinese Name (pinyin): FeiLai Feng
Kazakh Name: ?
Crag Location: This amazing looking wall is located just before the park
main gate. You cannot miss it.
The Nipple Hill rock formation is very unique and it attracts many climbers.
Those who attempt the climb, will have to be ready for some easy climbing
with big run-outs. Besides of the “nipple” boulder on top, there is not too
many cracks to protect the climb. Single rock loops can be found, but
many of them are a bit fragile.
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1. Yangyang Slab

2. Sheep 4th Class

James Cherry, Colleen McHugh (July 2012)

Liu Yong, Yang Xiaohua, Fu Yawen (July 2012)

4 pitches: 5.8 R, 5.7 R, 3rd class R, 5.10a

1st pitch: (5.8, 65m) Climb the corner to the belay station on a
tree.
2nd pitch: (5.7, 30m) No-protection
traverse to the place where
the other cracks starts. Build an
anchor when you reach the
crack.
3rd pitch: (3rd class, 30m) Walk an
easy slab to the nipple boulder.
No gear.

3 pitches: 5.8 R, 5.10a, 5.10a
1st pitch: (5.8R, 60m) Climb dike on
left side of hue coed face, anchor around gigantic horn.
nd
2 pitch: (5.10a, 60m) Go right after anchor, follow crack up past
roof, up slab to large boulder for
anchor.
3rd pitch: (5.10a, 20m) See The
Nipple for description.
Gear: Double up to #4, wires.

4th pitch: (5.10a, 20m) See the “The
Nipple” route for description.
Gear: ?

3. Factory of Better Tomorrow
Ola Przybysz, Torsten Treufeld (October 2012)

1st pitch: (5.6, 55m) Three natural
rock loops to protect. No other
protection! Be aware of rope
drag.
nd
2 pitch: (5.6, 65m + scrambling)
Gear: #0.3 to #3

Torsten Treufeld climbing the North

Crack

All Routes Descent: Walking down.
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2 pitches: 5.6 R, 5.6R + scrambling
to the top.

4. Gentelman’s Crack
Dan Flynn (October 2013)

Single pitch
5.7 (10m): A short pitch to access
the nipple. Alternative is to
simply walk around right, but if
you came all the way up, why
not add one more pitch?
Gear: #0.75 to #3
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For climbers who visit the Keketuohai Park climbing The Nipple should be
like climbing the Eiffel Tower on a trip to Paris. You can reach the bottom of
these lines by an easy walk or by climbing the main face of the hill.

1. The Nipple

2. North Crack

Single pitch

Single pitch

5.10a (20m): Fun rock climb.

5.10+ (20m):

Gear: #2, double #3, #4, #5.

Gear: #1, #2, #4, double #3,#5
(possible #6 placement).

Liu Yong, Yang Xiaohua, Fu Yawen (July 2012)

Torsten Teufeld (October 2012)

The Nipple Descent: Use bolted anchor to repel from the top of the
boulder and then walk down the hill.
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CROCODILE HILL
Chinese Name: 鳄鱼山
Chinese Name (pinyin): E’yu Shan
Kazakh Name: ?
Crag Location: Crocodile Hill is the first rock face you see after entering
the park. It is located near a small village between the 8th and 9th km
route sign.
It may be a perfect warm-up crag before attempting more committing
lines in the park. The rock quality is good and most of the climbs are really
fun. Dance it out is a real classic.

1. Jump

2. Li Xiangsheng

Zhaolei (June 2013)

Mike Dobie (October 2012)

Single pitch

Single pitch

5.10, (10m):

5.5, (15m): slab face climbing.

Gear: #0, #00, #0.75, #2, #3.

Gear: single up to #2.
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3. Dance it out
Ola Przybysz (October 2012)

Single pitch
5.9, (20m): hand crack. Belay
from the tree at the top.
Gear: up to #4.

4. Open project
Mike Dobie (June 2013)

Single pitch
5.13?, (10m): Same start as Pocket full of Beetles, just to the left is a
thin roof.
Gear: 1 TCU, camalot #0.3 to #3
one bolt.
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5. Pockets Full of Beetles

6. Dirty Harry

Mike Dobie, Ola Przybysz (October 2012)

Garrett Bradley, Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

3 pitches: 5.10b, 5.9, 5.9

2.5 pitches: 5.10+ (?), short boulder
problem with many variations,
5.9+

1st
pitch:
(5.10-(?),
25m)
Overhanging,
awkward
chimney crack.
1st pitch: (5.10+(?), 25m) overhang
nd
first move leading to the off width
2
pitch: (5.9, 30m) off-width
crack.
climbing to the comfortable
ledge.
1.5nd pitch: (18m) short boulder
problem with a lot of variations
3rd pitch: (5.9, 30m) first part offto climb; not too many gear
width to the ledge. Continue by
placement or even no gear.
following finger crack to the top.
nd
2 pitch: (5.9+, 55m) nice, corner
with the hand jam.
Gear: up to #6 (double #6 required on pitch 3), wires.
Gear: up to #4, double #.75, #1,
wires.

7. I Do Not Know

8. Unihorn

Ola Przybysz, Mike Dobie (October 2012)

Andrew Hadesh, Li Yuanliang (October 2012)

3 pitches: 5.8, 5.5, 5.6

3 pitches: 5.8, 5.7, 4th class
scrambling, walking down from
the top.

1st pitch: (5.8, 30m) steeper start
leads to the easy crack.
2nd pitch: (5.5, 40m) easy offwidth.
rd
3 pitch: (5.6, 50m) start with 4th
class scrambling to the face
with horizontal cracks.
Gear: up to #5, double middle
sizes, wires.

1st pitch: (5.8, 30m) not obvious
small gear.
2nd pitch: (5.7, 35m) good climbing, small gear.
3rd pitch: (4th class, 45m).
Gear: up to #2, double up to #1,
wires.

All Routes Descent: Walking down from the top of the hill.
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LITTLE TURTLE
Chinese Name: ?
Chinese Name (pinyin): ?
Kazakh Name: ?
Crag Location: Inside the park, after the “10km” road mark (ca. 4,5 km
past the gate), you will see a bridge to the left. Cross here and follow the
dirt route on the left for ca. 500 m. The crag is located up the right hill.
The Little Turtle can be recommended for traditional climbing beginners.
Besides of Leonardo, which runs-out a bit at the end, the other routes are
easy to protect.
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1. II Primo Volo

2. Donatello

3. Raphaello

Single pitch.

Single pitch.

Single pitch.

5.6, (30m).

5.8, (25m).

5.8, (25m).

Gear: up to #6.

Gear: up to #4.

Gear: up to #3.

Nicole Ponta (June 2014)

Torsten Teufeld (October 2012)

Ola Przybysz (October 2012)

4. Leonardo

5. Splinter

Single pitch.

Single pitch.

5.8, (25m).

5.9: (30m) starting on large
undercling at the huge pine tree.

Torsten Teufeld(October 2012)

Gear: up to #5.

Dan Flynn (June 2014)

Gear: small gear.

6. Those F**%%&! Turtles

7. Pizza Variation

Single pitch.

Single pitch variation.

Daniel Trujillo (June 2014)

Dan Flynn (June 2014)

5.10a, (30m) consistent climbing 5.11a, (25m). straight up through
along leftward traverse
the huecos! Very fun moves up
over the bulge
Gear: small gear.
Gear: up to #5.
All Routes Descent: You can walk down on both sides of the hill.
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BRIDGE CRAGS
Chinese Name: 桥岩
Chinese Name (pinyin): QiaoYan
Kazakh Name: ?
Crag Location: The bridge crags are at the suspension bridge past
Crocodile Hill and after the “10km” road mark (ca. 4,5 km past the gate).
Can’t miss the rock formations! Easiest access in the park, perhaps. More
potential for trad routes, but mix of rock quality.
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1. Mighty Mouse 厉害老鼠
Dan Flynn (June 2013)

Single pitch.
5.10+, (15m): Unlike everything else in the park: overhanging jug haul!
Scramble up first few m, then start placing pro in the cave. Look for
gear placements on left side of cave. Crux roof move, continuously
steep to the top. Gear anchor, walk off the back. First climbed on
pre-placed gear.
Gear:#0.3 - #3, C3’s.

THE FORTRESS
Chinese Name: 壁垒
Chinese Name (pinyin): Bi lei
Kazakh Name: ?
Group of rock formations on the west side of the river, of sandpapery
granite marked by numerous horizontals. Gear generally good, but can
be sparse. Vertical and steep hard climbs possible, but only with bolting
efforts.
Crag Location: Access by the suspension bridge, as for Turtle Mountain, but
turn south. Walk across a field, up to a ridge following path. At the saddle
of the ridge where the powerlines cross, turn south and follow the ridge
(partially on west side, usually on east) to top of the Fortress. 45 min.
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1. Truck on Truck 卡车上卡车下
Daniel Trujillo, Dan Flynn (June 2013)

2. Aniwar’s Naptime Memorial
Route 阿尼瓦的牛休纪念路线
Daniel Trujillo, Dan Flynn (June 2013)

2 pitches: 5.10, 5.8+

2 pitches: 5.7, 5.5

1st pitch: (30m) Start at a rightfacing flake, and consider the
move above. Clip the bolt,
figure out how to ascend the
sloping bulge, then gain an
excellent dihedral to the slab
topout.Belay on a tree.
nd
2 pitch: (20m) From the belay
tree, to the edge of the ledge.
Belay from here. Traverse left to
black hueco, place some good
gear inside, then head directly
up, passing two small diagonal
cracks to the chickenhead
holds on the face. Microcams
and micronuts helpful.

1st pitch: (30m) Up through the
large corner system on the right
side, belay at tree.
2nd pitch: (25m) Move the belay
to the base of the obvious 10m
chimney. Large gear possible,
but not necessary. Scramble to
the top.
Gear: standard rack.

Gear: up to #3, nuts.
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TURTLE HILL
Chinese Name: 大乌龟山
Chinese Name (pinyin): Da wugui shan
Kazakh Name: ?
Crag Location: Inside the park, after the “10km” road mark (ca. 4,5 km past
the gate), you will see a small police station and a bridge on the left side
of the road. Cross here and follow the river upstream for another 500 m.
Follow the dirt route with a fence on your left side until you get to the gate.
Cross the fields here. The Turtle Hill will be straight in front of you.
This crag has probably Keketuohai’s best rock quality. Lines are very logic
and most of them are clean as a whistle. All routes on the left side of the
hill have harder first pitch as the cracks are starting a bit high.
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1. Turtle Power

2. Sky Forge

Ola Przybysz, Garrett Bradley (October 2012)

Mike Dobie, Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

4 pitches: 5.9, 5.12, 5.8, 5.5

3 pitches: 5.11+ (?), 5.10a, 5.7

1st pitch: (6m) slab with no gear.
2nd pitch: (30m) a hard boulder
movement with poor gear at the
beginning of the crack leads to a
nice 5.11- hand crack to the belay station.
rd
3 pitch: (60m) start by traverse
to the left crack and follow the
hand jam crack before the rope
ends.
th
4 pitch: (60m) easy slab hand
crack in the beginning and and
run out the easy 20 m face slab.

1st pitch: (5.11+ (?), 45m) start up
the first pitch of turtle power and
move right to the crack with the
single bolt. After the committing
start head up the crack and traverse right to the other crack.
Belay before the roof.
2nd pitch: (5.10a, 50m) fingers to
fist. Belay at the dog leg.
rd
3 pitch: (5.7, 50m) up the right
trending crack to a single bolt.

Gear: up to #4, double C3 and C4
up to #.75, triple #1, #2, #3, wires.

Gear: rack up to #4, double #.3 to
#3, wires.
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3. Kazakh Crack
Paul Collis, Benjack Phillips (September 2010)

1st pitch:(5.8/5.9, 15m) from the top of
the block climb the corner to its top,
then move right for about 5m to
belay on a good sloping ledge below the base of a hand sized crack
which begins just above a quartz
dyke.
nd
2 pitch:(5.10b, 30m) using a good
jug, step up and into the crack. Continue up the crack until it steps left a
little and steepens. Climb the steep
section with difficulty to a good
niche below a horizontal break.
3rd pitch:(5.10a, 30m) step up to the
finger crack through the bulge.
Climb the bulge then continue more
easily until a wide sloping ledge is
reached about 4m below a bush.
Belay on the ledge.
th
4 pitch: (5.8, 50m) good ropework
and extension is needed to prevent
rope drag on this pitch. Climb up
to the bush and leftward rising horizontal crack. Move left along the
crack until it closes and then across
the slab to the base of a left facing
corner. Climb the corner to the roof
and cross left under the roof to a
shallow crack coming down from
above. Climb the crack until it peters out and then push on up the
slab as it eases off to finish at a single
bolt and dead tree belay.
Ola Przybysz at the last meters
of Turtle Power

Gear: up to #3, double up to #2.
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© Garrett Bradley

4 pitches: 5.8/5.9, 5.10b, 5.10a, 5.8

4. Deceitful Corner

Garrett Bradley, Ola Przybysz (October 2012)

3 pitches: 5th class scramble,
5.10c(?), 5.10a

5. Garden Work

Ola Przybysz, Torsten Treufeld, Garrett Bradley (October
2012)

3 pitches + scrambling: 5.8, 5.11-,
5.9, 5th class scrambling.

1st pitch: (5th class, 30m) start 1st pitch: (5.8, 25m) climb straight
with short layback section and the hand crack to the big ledge
traverse to the ledge where the with the tree and follow the
corner starts.
short off width corner to the next
2nd pitch: (5.10c?, 35m) start with ledge. Belay from the birch tree.
the harder slab section with one 2nd pitch: (5.11-, 35m) traverse
bolt, continue the corner hand right to the beginning of the
crack.
crack and climb straight to the
rd
3 pitch: (5.10a, 60m) start with ledge. The crack could be a
bad protected harder move- easier after the cleaning we
ments. Easy run-out at the top have done.
part.
3rd pitch: (5.9, 50m) climb the
crack 2 meters left from the last
pitch belay station.
Gear: double up to #4, wires.
Gear: double up to #2, wires.

1-5 Routes Descent: Descent the Devil’s Gully behind the top of the routes.
Stay to the right side of the gully. First and third repel is from the trees
growing in the gully. In the spots will no natural protection you will find two
bolted anchors to descend (second and fourth repel). The high bushes
can be the most challenging part of this descend and lucky you who have
long pants on.
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6. The Beauty of Autumn

6. The Beauty of Autumn
– Niki’s Chimney start
秋天之美-尼岂的烟囪开始
5 pitches: 5.9, scrambling, 5.8, 5.8,

Andrew Hedesh, Mike Dobie (October 2012)

5.7

Daniel Trujillo (June 2013)

1st pitch: (5.9, 25m) there are couple of ways to get to the ledge.
For the way marked on picture
climb up the bush filled gully
and ledge on the left and then
up through the roof to the ledge
above. It might be easier and
safe to climb the chimney to the
right. This suggested start has
not been climbed yet.
nd
2
pitch: (scrambling, 20m)
scrambling to the to the bottom
of the next pitch.
rd
3 pitch: (5.8, 45m) beautiful. Belay at the dog leg.
4th pitch: (5.8, 40m) same style as
pitch 3. Belay in the corner.
th
5 pitch: (5.7, 55m) up the corner
and up the easier slab. Belay
near the top.

5.9, (20m): Large left-facing
chimney. Start on the face, with
2 m before first protection on a
left-facing flake. Follow the flake
up and traverse into the chimney.
Good gear under a large boulder
(crux), exit left and belay on top.
To access next pitch, scramble
through bushes and traverse
rock face with some medium size
protection.
Gear: medium camalots and nuts.

Gear: up to #6, double #.3 up to
#6.
The Beauty of Autumn Descent: Walk down the shabby face on the right
side.
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SNOWY DAY SLAB
Chinese Name: ?
Chinese Name (pinyin): ?
Kazakh Name: ?
Crag Location: The crag is located just before the „16km” road mark. To
get to the wall, cross the river by tyrolean traverse (metal wires) 500m down
the river. It is recommended that you use a pulley or old steel carabiner for
the traverse.
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1. Mike’s Traverse

Mike Dobie, Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

3 pitches: 5.8, 5.10+ R, 5.9

2. Andrew’s Layback

Andrew Hedesh, Mike Dobie (October 2012)

3 pitches: 5.8, 5.9, 5.7

1st pitch: (5.8, 30m) climb up the 1st pitch: (5.8, 40m) start from the
broken gully on the right to the gully on the right and traverse
overlap.
the ledges to the left and up to
2nd pitch: (5.10+, 45m) traverse the beginning of the crack.
overlap to the ‘Andrew’s Lay- 2nd pitch: (5.9, 40m) follow good
back’. Be mindful of protecting finger crack left and up. Continthe follower. “R” rated for follow- ue the up the short right facing
er.
corner. Exit by follow the crack to
3rd pitch: (5.9, 15m) same us An- the left.
drew’s Layback all way to the 3rd pitch: (5.7,
15m) Boulder
top of the wall.
through the chimney.
Gear: up to #5, double rack to #2, Gear: up to #5,
triple small sizes recommended, wires.
wires.

All Routes Descent: Walk down the slab side of the hill.
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double to #2,

THE KNIFE BUTTRESS
Chinese name: ?
Chinese name (pinyin): ?
Kazakh name: ?
Crag Location: The rock is located between the “20 km” and “21km” road
marks.
There is something special about this crag. Maybe it is the famous oldperson face shape in the rock just near the top of the hill, or the alpine
climb adventures you can have by climbing one of the longest routes in
Keketuohai Sky Rim.

Sky Rim Access: To get to this crag you have to get to the „21km” road
mark and trek up to the hill for around 10 minutes.
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1. Sky Rim
Andrew Hedesh, Mike Dobie (October 2012)

7 pitches: 5th class, 5.10, 5.8, 5.10, 5.10-, 5.8, 5th class
1st pitch: (5th class, 50m) access pitch, climb some short fifth class to
the ridge above. Scramble up the ridge and belay at the base of the
left trending roof system.
2nd pitch: (5.10, 45m) climb left trending roof to the ridge and continue
up and right. Belay on a ledge to the right on the ridge.
3rd pitch: (5.8, 30m) scramble up through the big, lose looking rocks to
the ledge. Climb up to the main crack and belay in the pod.
4th pitch: (5.10, 40m) follow the crack. Belay at the top of it.
5th pitch: (5.10-, 40m) climb the left side of the ridge and up and over
to the right onto the knife of the ridge. Continue 10-15 meters while
staying right of the ridge.
6th pitch: (5.8, 25m) up the corner and right up to the crack that splits
right. Short pitch. Belay before the slab.
7th pitch: (5th class, 200-250m) simultaneous climbing for the next 200
- 250m to the spot detailed in the descent notes.
Gear: up to #5, doubles to #2, wires.
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Sky Rim Descent: As you climb the ridge you will notice a dome feature
on the right. The descent route follows this feature down to a gully
system where you can walk back to the start of the climb. When you are
directly above this feature on the ridge, scramble down a gully with a
tree at the bottom. Rappel from this tree into the chimney below, some
down climbing will be needed (32 meters). Traverse left and rappel from
another tree (30 meters). Down climb and traverse across the small ridge
to the top of the next dome. Climb down as far as you can aiming for
the gully far below and rappel from another tree (25 meters). Here you
will reach a two bolt rappel anchor. Rappel to another two bolt rappel
station and finish to the gully. Walk off the left side.
Access to route 2 -4: Trek up the hill for 10 min exactly at the „20 km” road
mark.

2. Thunderdome

Dan Flynn, Daniel Trujillo, Nicole Ponta (June 2014)

2 pitches: 5.10, 5.11.
1st pitch: (5.10, 20m) start at
small birch tree. Straight up and
then 5.9 climbing up and right
following overhang to massive
rightward undercling traverse.
#5 to the edge, then belay at
top of the flake.
2nd pitch: (5.11 25m) up left to
overlaps, with gear getting
better higher up. At overhang,
place gear high and then a
hard move traversing left to
the good holds. Belay above in
an overhang. Piton anchor for
descent. Climbable slab above,
but spooky! Be bold or bring
bolts if considering extending it
to visable crack ~ 30-40m above.
Gear: up to #5.
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3. Bewildered

4. Guano Man

Andrew Hedesh, Mike Dobie (October 2012)

Mike Dobie, Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

Single pitch.

Single pitch.

5.11+, (22m): fingers crack to off
width chimney to hands. Change
the crack to the right and follow
corner to the anchor. There is a
bolted anchor to rappel.

5.12-/5.11+(?) , (22m): reachye
boulder move, follow the overhang corner crack through the
steep bulge to the ledge. There
is bolted anchor to rappel.

Gear: up to #4, double to #1.

Gear: up to #4.

Descent for Routes 3 and 4: Use bolted anchor to descent.
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Viev from Divine Bell onto a Keketuohai Valley

_______________________________________________________________________

DIVINE BELL
Chinese name: 神种山
Chinese name (pinyin): Shenzhong shan
Kazakh name: Amersala
Crag Location: Divine Bell is the most famous rock tower in the park. Perfect
bell shape of the west face has become the park’s most popular photo
shooting spot. Only the west and the south faces seem to have good
quality rock. The tower is rather blank in features and there is not too many
possibilities for climbing lines. Probably the three routes developed so far
are the only possible lines. Somehow all three of them are special. The route
Unlucky Times is historical as it was the first line opened in the Keketuohai
Park (Andrew Merriman, Holly Merriman, Ryan Gellert - October 2007),
Ji Rou Ban Mian, opened by Ola Przybysz and Torsten Treufeld in October
2012, is the hardest climb in Keketuohai or even in all Xinjiang Province.
Unreported route opened on the main (west) face by an American team
in October 2010 looks just amazing and like no other line in the park it makes
hand sweat only from looking at it. Unfortunately, because of some local
beliefs related to the hill, climbing of this route is prohibited.
Divine Bell Tower’s main face is 360 m high and it is one of the highest in
the park. It is located near the parking lot which is the final stop for most of
the buses.

The Legend of the Divine Bell
Some time ago Amarsala, the youngest son of the great Mongolian king
Zungars, was walking alone on grasslands when he met a beautiful girl
Qiqihe. Both young and charming they had fallen in love at the first sight,
but when Amarsalas older brother – the future king – saw the girl, he demanded Qiqihe to be his wife. Amersala resisted, but his brother took the
girl by force and imprisoned her in his camp. Amarsala, crazy in love, invaded his brother’s camp and took his beloved back.
They decided to run away, but the future king could not accept his brother disobedience and sent all his warriors after them. They found Amarsala
and Qiqihe trapped on the top of a steep hill. Warriors surrounded the
couple and attacked them with shooting arrows. Amarsala was trying to
protect Qiqihe, but one of the arrows had hurt him and he started bleeding. Left with no other choice, Amarsala took Qiqihe into his arms and
they both jumped down into the abyss.
The black stripes of the Amersala tower are said to be the blood of the
lovers, and keep reminding people about the great and tragic love of
Amersala prince and beautiful Qiqihe.
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Unnamed & Unreported Route Access:
This route like all possible lines on
the west (main) face of the Divine
Bell is closed for climbing!

1. Unnamed & Unreported
Route
American team (October 2010)

There is no detailed information
about this amazing-looking. It
has been climbed only once
and soon after that the park
officials decided to close it for
climbers.
Li Yuanliang and Divine Bell tower
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Unlucky Times Access: the south face of the Divine Bell. The route is located
on the right side of the pillar (visible from the main road). To get to the
bottom of the climb you can bush-walk up the hill at the bottom of the
crag or you can choose an easier path that starts near the toilet on the
parking lot below the hill.

2. Unlucky Times
Andrew Merriman, Holly Merriman, Ryan Gellert (October 2007)

2 pitches: 5.10, 5.8
1st pitch: (5.10, 50m) A short slab
to a wide flaring crack, intermediate belay at the first possible stance.
2nd pitch: (5.8, 25m) Wide ramping chimney to the summit
block of the pillar. (Would require bolts to continue on the
steep slab above the pillar).
Gear: ?

Unlucky Times Descent: Abseil in two rappels along the line of the route to
the ground.

Ji Rou Ban Mian Access: The Divine Bell is the most popular rock face in the
park but Jirou ban mian itself is quite difficult to locate from the main road.
Get to the Divine Bell parking lot and take the path up the hill that starts
near the toilet. Walk about 20 min to the corner where the climb starts.
Ji Rou Ban Mian is a quite committing route. Two middle pitches are difficult
in grade and the placement of the second one is not the best (still safe).
The last (slab) part graded 5.11+ has some hard but bolted parts and easier
but mentally hard run-outs.
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3. Ji Rou Ban Mian

Ola Przybysz, Torsten Treufeld (October 2012)

5 pitches: 5.11a, 5.12d, 5.12(?) A3,
5.7, 5.11b
1st pitch: (5.11a, 25m) An endurance
layback corner. Belay next pitch
from the small ledge.
2nd pitch: (5.12d, 25m) Start with
easy layback/corner section to
the roof crack when you switching
to the left, finger crack. Follow to
the next roof and left to the belay
place couple of meters above the
small ledge.
3rd pitch: (5.12(?) A3, 35m) Follow
the left corner crack to the
bolted belay anchor at the top
of the crack. This pitch may be
free-climbed, but the upper part
placement is a bit sketchy.
4th pitch: (5.7, 20m) Traverse to the
place where you meet the top
part of the left crack.
5th pitch: (5.11b, 65m) A committing
slab climbing with one harder
section. Four bolts will show you the
easiest way. Be aware of the rope
drag.
Gear: double up to #4, wires.
Ji Rou Ban Mian Descent: Descending the Divine Bell tower is a quite an
adventure and better to save a bit of daylight time to do that. From the
top of the hill, walk right (east). You will pass a couple of hard scrambling
sections before reaching the rock with the weather station on top of it. Use
the metal wire to get down the slab. Continue walking down to the forested
gully. When you reach it, walk west the animal paths to get back to the
main road.
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Andrew Hedesh and Mike Dobie on Bundy Route, Waterfall Fossil

© Garrett Bradley

Andrew Hedesh jaming on 5.10- pitch of Bundy Route, Waterfall Fossil

© Garrett Bradley
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© Garrett Bradley

© Garrett Bradley

Getting ready. Torsten Treufeld and Ola
Przybysz on Fishy Flip-Flops, Waterfall Rock

© Garrett Bradley

Ola Przybysz on 3rd pitch of Fishy Flip-Flops,
Watefall Rock

© Garrett Bradley

Andrew Hedesh and Mike Dobie before the
key pitch on Bundy Route, Waterfall Fossil

Torsten Treufled on Fishy Flip-Flops
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© Garrett Bradley

© Garrett Bradley

Zhou Lei as a pirat. Grrr!

© Garrett Bradley

Torsten Treufeld on first pitch of Fishy Flip-Flops,
Waterfall Rock

Mike Dobie during his FA atempt of the Eternal, Shepherd Rock
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© Garrett Bradley

Torsten jaming the crack of the Fishy Flipflops, Waterfall Rock

Perfect granit on Small Bell
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© Garrett Bradley

© Ana Paulter

Diamond of the Witch House- probably the
hardest pitch in Keketuohai

THE FLOCK
Chinese name: ?
Chinese name (pinyin): ?
Kazakh name: ?
Crag Location: Downhill and left of Shepherds Rock. You can either walk
straight up the hillside opposite of the Divine Bell up to the left side of the
dome. Or you can walk downriver to the next drainage. Walk right up this
valley to the meadow and up the right hillside to the wall.
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1. Sarah and Zhuolei’s Route

2. Mr. Bumbles

3 pitches: 5.10?, 4th class, 5.9

3 pitches: 5.9, 5.9, 5.10-

1st pitch: (5.10?) a steep start leads
to easier climbing. Go up and
left to a ledage. Trad anchor.
2nd pitch: (4th class) scramble up
to the birch tree ledge.
3rd pitch: (5.9) up the gully to the
handcrack on the left. Follow
the crack up, traverse left, go up
step right and follow the slab up
to a tree.
Gear: up to #4, double #1 - #3,
wires.

1st pitch: (5.9, 20m) start in the corner and follow the left traverse
crack and make the belay.
2nd pitch: (5.9, 15m) Up the crack
and into the left crack. Belay before the OW.
3rd pitch: (5.10-) up the wide crack
and to the right at the top. Crack
is bigger than a six at the top.
Gear: up to #6, double #0.3 - #2,
wires.

3. Lunar Eclipse

4. Ass Wagger

2 pitches: 5.10+/11-(?), 5.10+(?)

Single pitch.

Sarah Ramunsen, Zhuolei (June 2013)

Mike Dobie, Bryn Thomas (June 2013)

Mike Dobie, Bryn Thomas (June 2013)

Mike Dobie (June 2013)

5.12?
1st pitch: (5.10+/11-?, 10m) pass a
bolt and up the bushy ledge to
the base of the crack.
Gear: 00-1 TCU, triple #1, camalot
nd
2 pitch: (5.10+?, 65m) up the #0.3 to #4, triple #0.3 to #0.75,
corner to the top. Have the doubles #1 to #3, nuts.
option to make a belay in the
corner to prevent the rope drag.
Gear: up to #6, double #3 - #6.
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5. Flock You

Bryn Thomas, Garrett Bradley (June 2013)

5 pitches: 5.9, 5.9?, 5.9, 5.4, 4th
1st pitch: (5.9, 25m) start up the
slab on the left and move into
the crack. Belay from the pod
below the overhang.
2nd pitch: (5.9?) careful of loose
rock. Traverse the roof to some
fists and around the roof. OW
climbing and make a belay before the nest OW.
3rd pitch: (5.9, 35m) continue up
the OW. Big gear wider than 6 in
parts and belay on the obvious
slabby ledge.
4rd pitch: (5.4, 45m) follow the left
hand flake until it ends and transfer into the right crack. Follow this
crack up and belay before the
end of the crack.
5th pitch: (4th class) scramble to
the first obvious tree.
Gear: up to #6, double #3 - #6.
Sarah and Zhuolei Route Descent: Three trees rappels.
Lunar Eclipse & Mr. Bumbles Descent: Rappel the route from the tree to
two bolt rappel stations.
Flock You Descent: Head up the slab up to the ridge down the gully on
the right. Down around the base of the wall to the start of the climb.
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SHEPHERD ROCK
Chinese name: ?
Chinese name (pinyin): ?
Kazakh name: ?
Crag Location: Shepherd Rock is located up the hill on the opposite side
of the river as the Divine Bell. Climb as high as possible using the stairs to
the Divine Bell viewing platform. Continue up to the crag following animal
trails. Approximately 45 minutes from the river.
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1. Freshly Squeezed

1. Eternal

Mike Dobie, Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

Mike Dobie, Ola Przybysz (October 2012)

3 pitches: 5.10-, 5.10-, 5.9

3 pitches: 5.9, 5.9 or 5.11+(?),
5.11(?), 5.8

1st pitch: (5.10-, 45m) climb the
left facing off-width corner to 1st pitch: (5.9, 25m) follow the hand
a ledge. Squirm into the over- crack straight to the big ledge.
hanging squeeze chimney for 2nd pitch: (5.9 or 5.11+(?), 50m or
four meters, and follow the off- 15m) there are two ways. The
width to a good belay.
easier way is to walk to the left
2nd pitch: (5.10-, 40m) follow the and climb up to the higher ledge
left trending crack and belay at the easiest point, then traverse
when the crack goes vertical to the right and find the beginagain.
ning of the next pitch. The more
rd
3 pitch: (5.9, 50m) don’t be a difficult way is to climb straight
up the short (4 meters) badly propussy, follow the off width.
tected corner.
3rd pitch: (5.11(?), 45m) classic,
Gear: up to #6, double #3 - #6.
overhanging hand crack.
4th pitch: (5.8, 60m) a hard start
and easy top.
Gear: up to #4, double up to #3,
triple #2 and #3, wires.
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3. Rip Curl
Andrew Hedesh, Mike Dobie (October 2012)

1st pitch: (5.8, 25m) follow the left
facing corner then traverse right
unprotected across the slab.
Use the long slings because of
the rope drag. There is also an
optional 1st pitch, which is unclimbed but recommended,
that goes straight up the gully
below the belay.
2nd pitch: (5.10, 45m) follow the
crack system up and left staying
underneath a block. Continue
climbing left to a belay stance in
the far corner.
3rd pitch: (5.11 (?), 40m) traverse
left from the belay and up the
crack to the ledge above.
4th pitch: (5.7, 60m) climb the short
cathedral with the trees and traverse left where you will join the
“Eternal” to the top.
Gear: up to #5, double #.3 to #4.

Mike Dobie on Eternal, Shepherd Rock

© Garrett Bradley

4 pitches: 5.8, 5.10, 5.11(?), 5.7

All routes Descent: There is a 30 min easy walk to the bottom of the crag
on the right side of the hill. If you will go on the left side it will take you twice
as much time.
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WATERFALL FOSSIL
Chinese name: 瀑布花山
Chinese name (pinyin): Pubu Hua Shan
Kazakh name: Hontaj Re
Crag Location: This crag looks majestic. It is located in the Divine Bell area
on the opposite side of the river. It starts near the ”23km” road mark and is
about 300 m long. The rock quality seems to be very good but the bottom
of the crag is almost blank. The north-west part has an amazingly looking
surface with mushroom features similar to those you can find on the Nipple
Hill.
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1. Unnamed & Unreported route
American team (October 2010)

There is no details about this route. The drawing was done based on
couple of pictures founded in internet.

Bundy Route Access: The route is located ca. 300 m after the „22km” road
mark on the east face of the Hontaj Re hill. The line is clearly visible from
the road.

2. Bundy Route
Mike Dobie, Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

8 pitches: 5.4, 5.6, 5th class, 5.10-?, 5.10-, 5.11+ A1, A2, 5.8
1st pitch: (5.4, 30m) follow the crack to the belay in the major crack.
2nd pitch: (5.6, 50m) continue up the crack, pass the slab section to the
big ledge.
3rd pitch: (5th class, 40m) move up and left as far as you can with one
or two protectable slab moves.
th
4 pitch: (5.10-?, 30m) climb the crack, pass two bolts and continue
climbing the crack. Belay from small dish.
th
5 pitch: (5.10-, 30m) continue up the finger crack belay below the
pocketed face.
th
6 pitch: (5.11+ A1, 25m) follow the crack up to the steep wall, pass
three bolts and continue up the crack and belay before the roof.
7th pitch: (A2, 20m) go up to the roof and aid traverse left using two
bolts, piton and small gear. Continue traversing around the corner
and belay in the crack. You may need the skyhook.
th
8 pitch: (5.8, 30m) Follow the crack and belay in top of the slab wall.
Gear: up to #5, double to #2, necessary double #00, wires, skyhook,
aiders recommended.
Bundy Route Descent: Walk straight up the slab to the top, descend to
the right.
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Keke Klasssic and Happy Times Access: On the east face of Waterfall Fossil. The obvious crack line up to right of roofs. A great line with enjoyable
climbing and good positions.
Start at the rounded crack to the right hand side of the apron of the buttress, just below and left of a large wedged boulder. At 15m the crack has
a silver birch and pine grooving together.

3. Happy Times
Dan Flynn, Daniel Trujillo (2014)

3 pitches: 5.7, 5.7, 5.9.
1st pitch: (5.7, 25m)
2nd pitch: (5.7, 35m)
3rd pitch: (5.8, 30m) - Happy Hole.
Gear: ?.
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4. Keke Klasssic
Paul Collis, Benjack Phillips (September 2010)

5 pitches: 5.4, 5.6 R, 5.8, 5.8, 5.8.
1st pitch: (5.4, 30m) climb the crack past the first pair of trees to belay
on a Silver Birch tree at 30m.
2nd pitch: (5.6, 53m) a bit bold but not hard at the grade. Continue
up the crack until it runs into cabbage patch. Climb the slab to the
right of the vegetation clipping a bolt on the right, until it is possible to
move back left into a crack/corner above the vegetation. Move up
for a few meters to belay at a twin birch tree on a big ledge.
rd
3 pitch: (5.8, 42m) A bit bold but not difficult in a grade where bold.
About 4m above the Birch tree a thin crack starts. Move right from
the tree and climb the slab on knobs until it is possible to move back
left into the crack. Climb the crack as it widens and turns into a corner passing a single birch tree, then four birch trees until the ledge is
reached on the right with a two bolts belay.
th
4 pitch: (5.8, 36m) climb the hand/fist crack past two horizontal cracks
up to a big vertical wedged block. Continue up the block to belay at
a small ledge. Save couple of pieces about #2, #3 size for the belay.
th
5 pitch: (5.8, 26m) step up onto the rounded arete and clip a bolt.
Continue up the rounded arete then various flakes until a two bolts
belay is reached on a monster block.
Gear: up to #4. Double rack at the larger size is useful but not essential.

Keke Klasssic Descent: Descent the corner system to the left of the route.
The first abseil is directly down from the top belay, then continue abseiling
from trees. It is best to limit the first abseil to 30m to prevent ropes catching
in blocks in the big crack/chimney.
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WATERFALL ROCK
Chinese name: 瀑布山
Chinese name (pinyin): Pubu Shan
Kazakh name: Balderhan
Crag Location: The hill is located near small, artificial waterfall close to „23
km” road mark. The bottom of the crag is almost touching the main road.
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Invisible Crack Access: At the place where the road crosses a small valley
joining from the left, walk left and up towards an obvious feature leading
up and right wards to the base of the climb. Start at a single bolt on a large
sloping ledge, below a clean right facing hand crack with a standing block
at its base.

1. Invisible Crack
Paul Collis, Benjack Phillips (September 2010)

5 pitches: 5.9, 5.8, 5.8, 5.9, 5.8.
1st pitch: (5.9, 42m) scramble onto the starting ledge 2-3m above, then
up onto the top of the block. (It is possible to scramble along the vegetated ledge from the left to the base of this block and belay from
there). Follow the crack up to the two bolt belay on a ledge at 44m.
There is an optional belay in niche at 25m with the bolt on the wall.
nd
2 pitch: (5.8, 35m) continue up the crack passing a big ledge with a
bolt (optional belay). Continue up the crack until the angle eases and
an obvious rising traverse line rightwards is meet. Follow this traverse to
a two bolt belay on a good ledge.
rd
3 pitch: (5.8, 30m) Move up right along the break for 6m. Follow good
slab climbing straight up then step rightwards to a comfortable two bolt
belay in the chimney. Six bolts interspersed with a few wires.
th
4 pitch: (5.9, 35m) Step down left from the belay then up the hollow
sounding flake until the bolt can be clipped. Step up away from the
bolt (crux) then continue at a single 10mm bolt backed up with good
gear, first tending slightly left, then moving back right to belay in the
corner.
5th pitch: (5.8, 32m) Climb the corner for a few meters until a diagonal
crack can be followed leftwards to an overlap. Surmount the overlap
then go up first slightly left and then rightwards to belay on a stunted
tree.
Gear: up to #3.
Invisible Crack Descent: Follow an easy walking gully back up left (NW) from
the top belay. Do not angle down the first ramp as this does not reach the
base of the crag. Pass a dome cliff on your right then descent a line of trees
until the base of slab can be crossed rightwards into a forested/grassed slope
leading down leftwards into the waterfall valley. When almost at the stream,
go left and follow the base of the slab back to the start of the route.
With the addition of one more abseil station just left of the 4th pitch it would
be possible to descent next to the route in four abseils.
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Fishy Flip-Flops Access: Pass the waterfall just after the „22km” road mark
and trek up the hill where slab rock starts. Continue up to the ledge with
single bolt. Use the bolt (and the tree) to rappel and down-climb to the
right to the slab ledge. Traverse the ledge to the right where the first pitch
starts. The vertical ledge is getting very narrow at the end.
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2. Fishy Flip-Flops
Torsten Treufeld, Ola Przybysz (October 2012)

6 pitches + scrambling to the top: 5.10c, 5.10c, 5.11a(?), 5.10b, 5.8,
5.10b, scrambling class 4
1st pitch: (5.10c, 38m) a nice hand and fist crack with the overhanging
section at the very beginning.
2nd pitch: (5.10c, 30m) follow the left facing crack to the ledge.
3rd pitch: (5.11a, 25m) follow the crack to the ledge before the roof.
4th pitch: (5.10b,17m) the pitch starts with a slab bolted section and
goes to the crack below the roof. Traverse right over the corner to
the beginning of the straight, up crack.
th
5 pitch: (5.8, 30m) follow the crack straight up. There is an off-width
crack cave you can climb inside. Finish the pitch at the beginning of
the other crack leaving to the right.
6th pitch: (5.10b, 50m) follow the left corner through the upper chimney to the top (you could also climb the right crag witch seems to be
easier but it is very dirty).
Gear: up to #6, double rack to #5, wires.
Fishy Flip-Flops Descent: Follow an easy walking gully back up left (NW)
from the top belay. Do not angle down the first ramp as this does not reach
the base of the crag. Pass a dome cliff on your right then descent a line
of trees until the base of slab can be crossed rightwards into a forested/
grassed slope leading down leftwards into the waterfall valley. When almost at the stream, go left and follow the base of the slab back to the start
of the route.
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Plumber’s and Hooters Access: The climbs are located at the Waterfall
Rock ca. 100 m away from the „24km” mark just a couple of meters up
from the main road.

1. Plumber’s Crack
Andrew Hedesh (October 2012)

2 pitches: 5.10+(?), 5.10-

2. Hooters, Knockers, and
Sometimes Snacktrays
Mike Dobie (October 2012)

2 pitches: 5.11-(?), 5.11(?)
1st pitch: (5.10+, 30m) slab climb
up to the corner and traverse left 1st pitch: (5.11-, 25m) climb up the
for 15 m. Gain the finger crack corner, belay in the break.
for 8m. Belay in the crack.
2nd pitch: (5.11, 30m) Continue up
2nd pitch: (5.10-,30m) climb beau- the corner until you reach the
tiful hand crack.
bolted anchor.
Gear: up to #5, double to #3, Gear: up to #6, double to #2,
wires.
wires.
Plumber’s and Hooters Descent: Use two bolted anchors to descent.
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TOWER OF TEARS
Crag Location: This is the tower between Waterfall Rock and Small Bell
Hill. There are multiple lines on the tower, but the approach requires
a unique, long but moderate start up a river running in a small crack
between two huge features. An alternative is to approach up slab and
easy “bubble” terrain (like Nipple Hill), although additional bolts would
be required to carry on safely. The bubble feature was used on the
original descent; see below.

1. Release the Kraken
Dan Flynn, Daniel Trujillo, Nicole Ponta (July 2014)

8 pitches: 5.5, 5.6, 5.6, 5.7R, 4th/5th class, 5.9+, 5.9, 5.10+
1st pitch: (5.5, 50m) belay in crescent.
2nd pitch: (5.6, 55m) up crescent and traverse right to avoid wet streak.
3rd pitch: (5.6, 60m)
4th pitch: (5.7 R, 60m) last river pitch. At first place where you can head
right, stand on a poined flake and make a committing move onto a
slab. Possible protection after 2 m, but better to traverse back right
for 15 m.
5th pitch: (4th/5th class, 30m) to large pine tree at the top of the ledge.
6th pitch: (5.9+, 40m) super classic corner with perfect hands and
fingers. Belay high in a depression before start of next vertical section.
7th pitch: (5.9, 60m) Finish the crack, belay off small tree at the top.
8th pitch: (5.10+, 25m) short bushwack 10m to 8m powerful layback,
which leads to boulder problem onto a ledge; finish in the funky
chimney.
Gear: Standard rack, extra cams from #1 to #3.
Descent: Scramble to the top. From the top, walk down and left to a
small birch tree. Make a 20 m rappel to a rap station of small stump
and 2 pitons. Rappel 45m to large tree, then 50m down to start of P6.
From the ledge, make short rappels down on the lage pine trees. At
the last tree, use all 60m to rappel to an evident ledge. Walk to the end
of the ledge, then step down 2 m to a single bolt. Rappel 60 m down
to easy terrain. Walk/downclimb the last 100m the the start of the river
crack.
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SMALL BELL
Chinese name: 小钟山
Chinese name (pinyin): Xiao Zhong Shan
Kazakh name: ?
Crag Location: Small Bell is one of the famous hills in the park and you willl
have no problem to find it. From the Divine Bell you can take the bus (if
there is any) going to the Hot Springs or just walk east along the main road
for about 2,5 km. The hill is on the left side of the road.

Liberty Crack, Tour De Bell and The Small Bell Chimney Access: Left side of
the Small Bell tower.
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Journey to the West Access: Begin at the base of the Small Bell Mountain
and hike up the left side, periodically traversing into the vegetation
following the path of least resistance, until you can see the obvious “openbook” feature directly above and behind the top of the Small Bell. The
route begins at the right side of the wide crack that forms the “crease” of
the book. The first pitch is the obvious traversing crack that leads into the
crease of the book. Flat your rope and gear up here.
The route has quite uniform difficulty, is fully traditional, and according to
Dave N. Campbell “this one has the potential to be a real classic”.
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1. Journey to the West (西游记)
Dave N Campbell (aka 德威), Glen Poulsen (July 2012)

5 pitches: 5.8, 5.9, 5.8, 5.6, scrambling
1st pitch: (5.8, 30m) locate the traversing crack that leads into the
crease. Climb up a few moves until you are able to put in a piece of
gear into the crackthen traverse left until you enter the chimney that
forms the crease of the book feature.
2nd pitch: (5.9, 20m) climb up a steep wide crack through brush. Long
sleeve shirt and pants recommended! Break out of the wide crack
via 5.9 bulge. Belay off of a tree below the obvious hand crack.
3rd pitch: (5.8, 60m) climb the amazing splitter hand crack for a full 60
meters to the next tree belay, using slings to reduce rope drag.
4th pitch: (5.6, ?) traverse up and right to access the right skyline of the
book.
5th pitch: (scrambling, ?) easy slab moves lead to the top of the mountain.
Gear: single to double set of cams up to #3 . A few long slings, in addition to quick draws.

Journey to the West Descent: With your back to the climbing route/road/
valley-floor hike and scramble down and right, and traverse right until you
reach the saddle between The Book and Small Bell Mountain. From there
it is easy to get back to the base of the route and back to the valley floor.
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The first ascenders of this route are unknown but the first three pitches was
climbed by James Cherry and Colleen McHugh in July 2012. In June 2013
Mike Dobie together with ... top out the route in 9 pitches ascent. He describing te route as “super classic with 80 meters of hands and fingers“.
The first part of the route was found badly bolted (bolts placed near the
cracks) and unclean.

2. Liberty Crack
Mike Dobie (June 2013)

9 pitches: 5.10, 5th class, 5.10+, 5.10+, 5.10, 5.8/9, 5.7/8, 5.10+/11-, 5th
class
1st pitch: (5.10, 70m) start up the slab to the right of the roofs, go up
and move left past the bolts and a piton and up the left trending
ramp. Belay from a ledge. Trad Anchor gear to 4
2nd pitch: (5th, 60m) Short pitch to the base of the bolt protected
water runnel and crack above. Bolt anchor. Gear to 3
3rd pitch: (5.10+ A1, 65m) Up the runnel past a few bolts and through
the wet streak. This part can be freed if its dry. Bolt Anchor gear to 2
4th pitch: (5.10+) Fingerlock your way to the Bolt anchor. Gear to 4
5th pitch: (5.10) Follow the crack to the tree ledge. Belay from the tree
of the bolt anchor. Gear to 5
6th pitch: (5.8/9) Up the chimney and belay below the dirty corner.
There is a random single bolt at the belay on the left. Traditional
Anchor gear to 4
7th pitch: (5.7/8) Head up the corner to the large tree. There is a bolt
anchor on the right before you get on the ledge. It looks like it was
used to rappel the route at some point. Gear to 3
8th pitch: (5.10+/11-) Go up the hand crack and up the crack on the
left. Continue up and left to a tree belay. Gear to 4
9th pitch: (5th class) A short pitch up the slab and big crack. Traditional
anchor. Gear to 5
Gear: up to #5, double in small size could be useful, wires.
Liberty Crack Descent: Walk up to the left and down the left side of the
mountain back to the start to pick up anything you left at the base.
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If you are looking for a great day out in Keketuohai with loads of finger,
hand cracks, exposure, and fun, climb this link up.

3. Tour De Bell (pendulum route extention of Liberty Crack )
Mike Dobie, Bryn Thomas (June 2013)

9 pitches: 5.10, 5th class, 5.10+, 5.10+, 5.10, 5.8/9, 5.7/8, 5.10+/11-, 5th
class
1st - 5th pitch: (5.10, 5th class, 5.10+, 5.10+, 5.10) same as the Liberty
Crack.
1st rappel/swing: (10-15meters) There is a long rope sling on the tree.
Rappel down and right catching the rope on the lower rock horn
down and right (Not the upper one across from the tree). Go down
and swing over to the crack and hook one of your ropes to the bolt
and carabiner. Then swing around the arête of the wall to find a bolt
anchor. Don’t twist up your ropes as they can get stuck.
2nd rappel/swing: (28 meters) The crack is down and right. Go get it.
Trad anchor at the start of the crack.
6th pitch: (5.11) climb up for about 30 meters to make a belay on a
ramp. Trad anchor gear to 3. FFA Mike Dobie
7th pitch: (5.10) Go up and belay on the ledge. Trad anchor gear to 3
FFA Bryn Thomas, June 2013.
8th pitch: (5.10) Up across the ledge and into the chimney and OW.
Be careful of rope drag. Belay on the bushy ledge. Recommended
to split this pith into two pitches and belay before the OW/chimney.
Trad anchor gear to 5. This pitch is safer with a 6 camalot or just run it
out. FFA Mike Dobie
9th pitch: (5th class) Climb and scramble up to the notch on the left.
FFA Bryn Thomas
10th pitch: (5.10-) Climb the right trending crack and corner. Careful
of loose rocks. Needs a little cleaning in parts. Trad anchor gear to 5.
Gear: wires, 0-1 TCU, doubles, camalot .3 to 5 double or triple .3 to .75,
6 handy in the chimney.
Tour De Bell Descent: Walk up to the left and down the left side of the
mountain back to the start to pick up anything you left at the base.
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This route follows the major chimney feature up the middle of the Bell.
It shares the same start as Liberty crack.

4. The Small Bell Chimney Route
Mike Dobie, Sarah Rasmussen (June 2013)

10 pitches: 5.10, 5.5, 5.7, 5.11-, 5.10+, 5.10+?, 5.10, 5.10, 4th class, 5.101st pitch: (5.10) start up the slab to the right of the roofs, past the bolts
and a piton and up the left trending ramp. Look to the right and belay
where a right trending traverse on the slab looks the easiest. Trad
anchor. Gear to #4.
2nd pitch: (5.5) move right across the ledgy part of the slab, pass a bolt
and belay in a crack before the wall gets a little steeper. Trad anchor,
gear to #2.
3rd pitch: (5.7) follow a bolt to the right for a mantle move up. Move
leftand up past a few bolts as you climb the water runnel. Belay at the
bottom of the obvious crack or a few moves up.
4th pitch: (5.11-) climb up the crack. Fingers, hands, chimney, and OW.
Belay in the pod with the bush. Trad anchor, gear to #6. FFA Mike Dobie
5th pitch: (5.10+) up the chimney and out for some stellar hands and
fingers. Trad anchor at the ledge. Gear to 4. FFA Mike Dobie.
6th pitch: (5.10+?) a steeper starts to a short chimney, hands, and a little
OW. Belay before the obvious OW chimney. Trad anchor. Gear to #5.
FA Sarah Rasmussen.
7th pitch: (5.10) go up the OW chimney. Then continue past the
chockstones to belay before the next Chimney offwidth. Trad anchor.
Gear to #6. FFA Mike Dobie
8th pitch: (5.10) climb up to the OW to the chimney. Belay on the bushy
ledge or push it to the tree. Trad anchor gear to 6. Gear to #6. FFA Mike
Dobie
9th pitch: (4th class) a short move the belay pitch to the crack leading
into the right corner. If you climb up over and down into the gully in the
left you can join the Liberty Crack route.
10th pitch: (5.10-) traverse the crack up into the right facing corner.
Continue up to the mantle finish. Pitch needs some cleaning. Trad
anchor. FFA Mike Dobie

Gear: 0-1 TCU doubles #1, camalot #0.3 to #6, doubles #0.3 to #3,
wires.
The Small Bell Chimney Descent: Walk up to the left and down the left
side of the mountain back to the start to pick up anything you left at the
base.
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ELEPHANT HILL
Chinese name: 象鼻峰
Chinese name (pinyin): Xiang Bi Feng
Kazakh name: ?
Crag Location: The crag is located on the left side of the main road about
3 km away from the bridge near the Divine Bell tower and 500 m away
from the Small Bell. If you look at it from the east side, you can see the
shape of elephant’s head.
The rock is of a very good quality, but there is not too many cracks on the
main face. According to the locals nobody has managed to climb to the
top of this tower yet.
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Dirty Sanchez, Junk in the Trunk, Elephant Rear End and Mi Piace Access:
Go to the second of the two major right facing corners on the left side of
Elephant Hill.

1. Dirty Sanchez
Daniel Trujillo, Dan Flynn (June 2014)

2 pitches: 5.10, 5.10
1st pitch: (5.10, 30m)
2nd pitch: (5.10, 25m)
Gear: double up to #4, single #5,
#6, wires.
Dirty Sanchez Descent: One bolt +
one piton abseil from the top.

1

2. Junk in the Trunk 肥臀的赘肉
Dan Flynn, Daniel Trujillo (July 2012)

5 pitches: 5.9, 5.9, 5.10, 5.8, 5.9
1st pitch: (5.9, 25m) on the left side of the face opposite Mi Piace, find
a clean left-facing corner. Above move briefly into the vegetated
chimney, then out again to the face. Belay at a very large, comfortable
ledge.
2nd pitch: (5.9, 35m) start directly up on the face, then again move
briefly into the chimney. Follow the obvious left-facing crack corner
all the way to another large ledge. Either belay on the descent bolts
standing on a small ledge, or build anchor with large gear on large
ledge.
3rd pitch: (5.10, 40m) use alpine trickery to gain the crack 8m down
and to the left: Place gear up high, below the shrub. Start downleading the traverse, back cleaning gear except for 1-2 pieces. At the
stance, put in good gear and again back-clean as much as possible
to reduce rope drag.
4rd pitch: (5.8, 20m) nice chimmney/offwidth to a ledge
5th pitch: (5.9, 30m) from a pine tree on right side of ledge, 4th class
around left to a short finger crack, then traverse the ledge to base of
The Unclimbed Crack.
Gear: doubles #0.3 – #5.
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Junk in the Trunk Descent: Descent by bolt anchors.

2
Elephant Rear End Access: Go to the second of the two major right facing
corners on the left side of Elephant hill. Because of bad weather the line
was left unfinished at ca. 70m above the ground and just one pitch before
the end.

3. Elephant’s Rear End (unfinished)
James Cherry, Colleen McHugh (July 2012)

2 pitches: 5.9, 5.10d
1st pitch: (5.9, 30m) climb the left trending bushy ramp to the chimney.
2nd pitch: (5.10d) layback corner getting to the chimney.
Gear: double up to #4, single #5, #6, wires.
Elephant Rear End Descent: The route is unfinished. The first ascenders
repelled 70m to the ground from the one wire and slung horn anchor.
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4. Mi Piace
Daniel Trujillo, Dan Flynn (July 2013)

5 pitches: 5.8, 5.10, 5.10+. 5.10+, 5.9
1st pitch: (5.8, 30m) fun crack climbing, varying from hands to fingers,
mostly ~75°. Slab moves at the top to good belay ledge.
2nd pitch: (5.10, 30m) move right, underclinging a huge flake (#5 helpful), then around (crux) to move towards the chimney. #6 protects
the chimney. Belay at end of this chimney at a good stance.
3rd pitch: (5.10+, 30m) sumo pitch: big chimney. Valley Giant #9 and
Big Bros. Crux where chimney narrows.
4rd pitch: (5.10+, 35m) ninja pitch: more chimney, but this time with creative traverse over a big boulder to gain a short overhanging hand
crack, then hard move to get established in the chimney. Scoot up
on very featured, fun rock.
5th pitch: (5.9, 45m) more wide. Awkward start leads to easier climbing
to the top.
Note: birds may be nesting at top of P2; best to avoid during spring/early
summer until birds all

Gear: double up to #4, single #5, #6, either Valley Giant or Big Bros (or
both) very helpful, wires.
Lei Lai Lin Access: Bush-walk to the left part of the hills south face. The
climb starts at the obvious slab crack.

5. Lei Lai Lin
Liu Yong, Yang Xiaohua (June 2012)

2 pitches: 5.9, 5.8
1st pitch: (5.9, 40m) follow the crack to the slab traverse to the right.
Belay at the beginning of the higher crack.
2nd pitch: (5.8, 30m) follow the crack to the bolted anchor.
Gear: ?
Lei Lai Lin Descent: Repel down using the bolted anchors.
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HAMMER ROCK
Chinese name: ?
Chinese name (pinyin): ?
Kazakh name: ?
Crag Location: Crag is located between Elephant Hill and Hot Springs
(Wen quan). About 4 km east away from the Divine Bell and 1 km east
from Elephant Hill. 15 min hike up from the road.

“Hammer n’Tongs” Descent: Abseil about 40m to the abseil station on a big
ledge. Abseil 25m from this ledge to the base of the route.
“XuMuXingLu” Descent: 1st abseil about 55m from birch tree to a two bolt
belay on a ledge. 2nd abseil 25m to the base.
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1. Sandwich

2. Hammer n’Tongs

Zhuolei, Duo Zu (June 2013)

Paul Collis, Benjack Phillips (September 2012)

2 pitches: 5.10, 5.10d

3pitches: 5.8 R, A1 5.8, 5.9+

1st pitch: (5.10) to get to the beggining of this route you have to
climb one of the routes on the
right side (no: 2 to 4) and swing
to the beggining of the crack
from the bolted anchor.
2nd pitch: (5.10d) up the corner to
a bolt anchor

1st pitch: (5.8R, 35m) start below a
huge left facing corner with some
impressive splitter cracks in its left
face. Climb the vegetated and
rocky ramp up into the corner. At
about 20m fix good wires in the
crack then traverse out left on
sloping footholds until a big long
ledge is reached just above you.
Step up onto the ledge and move
left past the abseil station and up
onto a small ledge with a two bolt
belay.

Gear: #0.75 to #5, #6 is handy.

2nd pitch: (A1 5.8, 18m) step up and
clip a bolt. Traverse leftwards to
the thin crack and then follow it
initially using aid then turning to
free moves. The crack needs a
good amount of small wires.

3. Chaos and Disorder
Zhuolei, Duo Zu (June 2013)

2 pitches: 5.9, 5.9
1st pitch: (5.9) left facing
cornertrad anchor.
2nd pitch: (5.9) trad anchor.
Rappel down using the trees.
Gear: double #0.3 to #5, #6 is
handy.

3rd pitch: (5.9+, 24m) a steep move
off the belay starts an enjoyable
finger crack leading to overlaps
at about 20m. Move up slightly left
through the overlaps to a two bolt
belay on a small bushy ledge.
Gear: up to #4, double from #2 to
#4, wires.
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4. XuMuXingLu

5. Open Project

Paul Collis, Benjack Phillips (September 2010)

Mike Dobie (June 2014)

3 pitches: 5.9, 5.8, 5.8

Single pitch 5.11?

To start, traverse out right from the
very bottom of the big left facing
corner.
Go rightward round past the arete
for 6m and belay at the base of a
big flake.

One bolt anchor at the top. (last
rappel for DOTWH) To the left of
the start of Diamond of the Witch
House. Mostly off width and chimney with some great climbing at
the top. FA Mike Dobie

1st pitch: (5.9, 38m) climb the flake
then crack above which leads
past a big block to the pine tree
at 38m. The crux bulge at 15m is
well protected with cams and big
size wires.
2 pitch: (5.8, 32m) Climb above
left of the pine tree to avoid loose
looking block. Move up to a large
flake. Layback the flake then
move left near its top into a big
crack. Go up to place a good
runner in a horizontal break then
move down and left to to another crack with a small silver birch
tree. Go up for 7m to belay behind a big birch tree in a comfortable recess.
nd

3rd pitch: (5.8, 28m) climb up the
wide crack behind the tree to a
ledge. Go down the back of the
ledge into a big corner then up
this until a rising traverse leftwards.
Gear: up to #4, double to #3,
wires.

Gear: gear wires, 0-1 TCU, #0.3 to
#5, doubles #0.3 to #3.

6. Diamond of the Witch House
Mike Dobie, Ana Pautler (June 2014)

4 pitches: 5.10,
5.11+/5.12a.

5.12,

5.13?,

1st pitch: (5.10, 40m) climb the corner. Belay below the overhung
finger and tight hand crack. Trad
anchor. FFA Ana Pautler
2nd pitch (5.12, 15m) transfer into
the overhung finger crack and
up to the base of the roof. Trad
anchor. FFA Mike Dobie
3rd pitch: (5.13? or 5.12+ A1) freed
about 5.12d with one A1 move
around the lip of the roof. Belay
just above the roof in the obvious
spot. Trad anchor. FA Mike Dobie
4th pitch: (5.11+/12a) follow the
crack to the top. Trad anchor on
the left. FFA Mike Dobie
Gear: wires, 00-1 TCU, #0.3 to #5.

Diamond of the Witch House Descent: At the top of the climb you will find
one bolt on the left side. 30m rappel to a ledge with a bolt. 15m rappel
to a single bolt at the top of the open project. This bolt will get you to the
ground.
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7. Mas Tos (Drunk Friends)
Daniel Trujillo, Dan Flynn (June 2014)

4 pitches: 5.10, 5.10, 5.9, 5.7.
1st pitch: (5.10, 40m) go up the slab and clip the bolt. Climb up and
right to thin crack, then traverse left to start of the large crack. Traverse originally protected with a ball nut. Belay below the pod.
2nd pitch: (5.10, 25m) up the pod and one hard move to easier climbing. Zig zag and belay at base of next vertical cracl.
3rd pitch: (5.9, 30m) #5 crack all the way to the top.
4th pitch: (5.7 R, 25m) insecure and grubby slab/crack up to large
ledge.
More pitches possible , but angle lessens and vegetation increases.
Gear: Standard rack to #5.
Mas Tos Descent: traverse left 30 m to left, then series of 30 m rappels
down the gully and face.
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7. Voices in Deep

Mike Dobie, Ana Pautler (June 2014)

3 pitches: 5.10, 5.12, 5.7.
1st pitch: (5.10) head up the slab past a bolt into the corner for over
40 meter to a ledge to belay the second up. Trad anchor FFA Mike
Dobie
2nd pitch: (5.12) great climbing to the ledge below the roof. Trad anchor. FFA Mike Dobie
3rd pitch: (5.7) up over the roof and onto the ledge. Trad and single
bolt anchor. FFA Ana Pautler
Gear: wires, TCU 00-1 double 1, #0.3 to #4, doubles #0.3 to #3.
Voices in Deep Descent: (Two 30m rappels) From the ledge and below
30m rappel from the single bolt to another single bolt on the face left of
the corner. Don’t go down the corner you just climbed. (note that this is
also the descent for the zig zag route that Dan and Dani did.
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Wherever you want to go, whatever adventure
you want to find Green Step Adventures will take you there.

Green Step Adventures
www.GreenStepAdventures.com
contact@greenstepadventures.com
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